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"Korea has been taking the lead and 
nurturing social enterprises for many 
years. I believe that we will be able 
to inform consumers of the benefits 

of purchasing products of social 
enterprises through Buy Social."

“I run a social enterprise under the 
philosophy that ’a good company 

changes the society’, Buy Social will 
be a good opportunity to practice this 

philosophy with more people.” 

□  Use your own items* rather than using disposable products 
(*tumbler, shopping basket, eco bag, handkerchief, reusable 
straws, etc.) 

□  Purchase healthy local food

□  Subscribe for Newsletter & Kakao Plus Friend and get 
Buy Social news

□  Purchase products of social economy enterprises* 
(*social enterprises, cooperatives, self-sufficient enterprises, 
community businesses, social ventures, etc.) 

□  Take a fair travel 

□  Select products of fair trade 

□  Talent donation! Try volunteering

□  Donate for social issues you wish to solve

□  Are you a social economy enterprise? Apply for 
participation in Buy Social  
(Go to apply: www.buysocial.or.kr)

"These days, I am trying to come up 
with business items with social values 
and become a social entrepreneur. I 

am very happy to participate in the Buy 
Social Campaign as an Ambassador." 

“Through the national campaign 
Buy Social joined by citizens, 

private•public sector and social 
economy, we wish to vitalize social 
economy ecosystem and create a 

sustainable future.”

What is the value of your purchase? 
The social economy you purchased has infinite values 
that cannot be converted to money. Your consumption 

transforming into values for everyone, Buy Social!
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What is Buy Social?

Buy Social History

Buy Social is a daily life practice 
campaign that aims to create a better 

world by purchasing products and 
services of social economy enterprises 

that contain various values and 
supporting their values. 

What if my daily life, our consumption can change the world? 
Buy Social, which can be joined by anyone, is a daily life practice 

campaign that creates a sustainable world with consumption 
that considers once more about myself, my neighbors and earth. 

Reflecting on the changes my consumption will have on the 
society, purchasing various social economy products that contain 
various values and supporting their values, and living the daily life 

can all be counted as Buy Social. 

Buy Social Campaign began in 2012 by Social Enterprise UK 

(SEUK) to build markets for social enterprises among the general 

public as well as the private and public sectors. 

Starting from the UK, New Zealand, Canada, Italy, Thailand and 

many other countries in the world are participating in Buy Social. 

Korea also took a strong leap forward with the ‘Buy Social 

Announcement Ceremony’ in July 2020.

Let’s Buy Social, by selecting products and services of ‘social 
economy enterprises’, that solve various social problems

and create social values!
● Where can I Buy Social? https://www.buysocial.or.kr/BuySocialFesta

If you Buy Social 
by buying soap without plastic, 
nature and humans can coexist

If you Buy Social by buying delicious 
bread, you can create jobs

to live together

If you Buy Social by buying fascinating 
pictures of artists, you can support the 

activities of designers with development 
disability. 

Buy Social by practicing zero waste, 
using a shopping basket, tumbler 

and handkerchief.

You can Buy Social by buying 
local food from stores in your 

neighborhood and help the producers 
of safe and healthy foods.

*Crowd Funding: A practice of funding a 

project by raising small amounts of money 

from a large number of people

Funding valuable projects 

of social economy 

enterprises is an 

investment for tomorrow, 

which is Buy Social. 

If you Buy Social with fun and fair 
travel, it will certainly make

the travel destination and residents, 
the environment and even you happy.

*Register as participating enterprise:

https://www.buysocial.or.kr/BuySocialEnt

Social economy 

enterprises, let the public 

know of your social 

missions through the 

home page of Buy Social.

If you Buy Social through fair trade that 
pays a fair price, a child at the other side 

of the earth can learn alphabets. 

*Social Bridge: A project in which social economy 
enterprises create the social value together as 

social contribution partners of public and private 
companies.

**Preferential Purchasing: A  system that 
indirectly supports social economy enterprises 
by preferentially purchasing the products and 

services of social economy enterprises

Corporates Buy Social by 

cooperating with social 

economy enterprises 

through social contribution 

activities and creation of 

social values

Volunteering and donating your time 
and talents are all Buy Social. 

Practice your own

Buy Social.

All the activities you do 

to create a warm society, 

sustainable earth and 

happy today, are Buy 

Social. 

*Pro Bono: An activity that tries to solve the 
management difficulties of social economy 
enterprises by having experts in the field of 
tax, labor affairs and etc. share knowledge.


